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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method for measuring pressure changes in deep-tissue vessels using vector velocity ul-
trasound data. The large penetration depth is ensured by acquiring data using a low frequency phased array
transducer. Vascular pressure changes are then calculated from 2-D angle-independent vector velocity fields using
a model based on the Navier-Stokes equations. Experimental scans are performed on a fabricated flow phantom
having a constriction of 36% at a depth of 100 mm. Scans are carried out using a phased array transducer
connected to the experimental scanner, SARUS. 2-D fields of angle-independent vector velocities are acquired
using directional synthetic aperture vector flow imaging. The obtained results are evaluated by comparison to a
3-D numerical simulation model with equivalent geometry as the designed phantom. The study showed pressure
drops across the constricted phantom varying from -40 Pa to 15 Pa with a standard deviation of 32%, and a
bias of 25% found relative to the peak simulated pressure drop. This preliminary study shows that pressure can
be estimated non-invasively to a depth that enables cardiac scans, and thereby, the possibility of detecting the
pressure drops across the mitral valve.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Measuring pressure variations is used clinically as a diagnostic marker for the physiological state of a cardiovas-
cular region.1 Current clinical procedures for assessing pressure changes uses invasive devices such as pressure
sensing catheters.2,3 However, these devices suffer severe limitations as they are invasive and require the use
of ionizing radiation for guidance and positioning. To overcome the concerns related to the use of pressure
catheters, several non-invasive alternatives for determining the pressure changes has been introduced.4–8 Among
these techniques are medical ultrasound, where the ability of detecting blood flow in 1-D and 2-D can be used for
deriving changes in intravascular blood pressure.9–12 Two-dimensional flow estimators allow for a better under-
standing of flow patterns, making it possible to derive the vascular pressure through more general approaches,
such as the Navier-Stokes equations. However, up until today, pressure estimation based on 2-D flow estima-
tors has been restricted to linear array transducers, thus, limiting the field of view to superficial vessels. But
new developments in the velocity estimation scheme has made it possible to obtain angle-independent velocity
data using phased array transducers, allowing for the opportunity to perform scans on deep-positioned vessels.
This potentially leads to a method that can detect pressure changes across heart valves without using invasive
catheters, or being dependent on the insonification angle of the ultrasonic beam.
The paper presents the first phantom study of measuring pressure changes from vector velocity flow data
acquired using synthetic aperture with a phased array ultrasound probe. The initially obtained results are
evaluated against a finite element model with a flow domain identical to the examined phantom. The work is
an extension of previous publications by the authors, where the presented technique was tested for linear array
probes.12,13
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2. METHOD
The suggested method is based on the Navier-Stokes equations:
ρ
[
∂~v
∂t
+ ~v · ∇~v
]
= −∇p + ρ~g + µ∇2~v, (1)
presuming the conservation of mass and linear momentum. Eq. 1 describes the development of a fluid’s velocity
field ~v(~r, t) = (vx(t), vy(t), vz(t)) by relating the forces acting on an incompressible volume to its acceleration and
density throughout time, t, and space, ~r. The left-hand side sums the local time-dependent acceleration, ∂~v∂t , and
convective fluid acceleration ~v · ∇~v, where ρ is the density of the fluid and ∇ is the spatial differential operator
( ∂∂x ,
∂
∂y ,
∂
∂z ). The right-hand side shows the surface and volume forces that are responsible for the acceleration of
the fluid. The forces constitute; a pressure drop −∇p, a gravitational force ~g, and a viscous drag caused by the
viscosity of the fluid µ∇2~v, where ∇2~v is the Laplacian of the velocity field. The gravitational term is usually
neglected, as a patient undergoing an ultrasound scan is placed in a supine position, hence, the buoyancy force
cancels out the gravitational force.
For most clinical applications, the effect of the viscous term in (1) can be omitted, as this has no significant
influence on the net-force in comparison with the inertial forces. This is especially the case in larger vessels for
which the area of the boundary layer is small compared with the flow region beyond this layer, where flow is
said to behave as an inviscid fluid.14,15
The high precision and temporal frame-rate offered by synthetic aperture flow16,17 allows for tracking of
particles, which intuitively can be visualized by a streamline representation. Rewriting (1) into a one-dimensional
equation following a streamline, where the influences of gravity and viscosity are omitted, yields the Euler
equation;
∂p
∂s
= −ρ
[
∂vs
∂t
+ vs
∂vs
∂s
]
, (2)
where vs is the scalar product of ~v(~r, t) and the unit vectors (eˆx, eˆy, eˆz). Integrating (2) along the flow direction
of the streamline gives the drop in pressure across the line,
∆P (t) =
L∫
0
∂p
∂s
ds. (3)
A streamline representation can be achieved by tracking the particle movement within the scan plane insonified
by the ultrasound probe. This study employs a velocity estimator, which yields the two-dimensional (2-D) in-
plane vector velocity field ~v = (vx, vz). The proposed method is, thus, developed assuming that the out-of-plane
velocity vy is zero.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The proposed method is evaluated on a straight-tube phantom with a 36% constriction during steady flow
conditions. A part of the model is shown in Fig. 1. The phantom is fabricated in polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
cryogel designed to mimic anthropomorphic properties in terms of tensile strength and attenuation.18 The
fabricated phantom is connected to a flow system (CompuFlow 1000, Shelley Medical Imaging Technologies,
Toronto, Canada) capable of generating customized flow waveforms. The study is performed using a constant
waveform and a flow rate of 5 ml/s, and a 3 MHz phased array probe with 128 elements (Sound Technology,
Analogic Ultrasound Group, State College, PA, USA). A two-cycle pulse is emitted at a pulse repetition frequency
of 6.2 kHz to a depth of 120 mm, with an elevation focus at 80 mm. Five low-resolution images are summed for
each high resolution flow image producing an effective frame-rate of 1.03 kHz. The ultrasound data are processed
as proposed in,19 using five emissions instead of three. Data are processed off-line in Matlab (The MathWorks
Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
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Figure 1. Fabricated flow model with a 36% constriction.
Figure 2. Vector velocity image at the constriction of the fabricated flow phantom. The image is captured during steady
flow conditions. A black-dotted streamline passing through the center of the constriction is also displayed.
4. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
The derived pressure gradients are validated against a finite element (FE) model made in Comsol (Comsol
v5.1, Comsol AB, Stockholm, Sweden). The designed model holds the same geometry as the scanned phantom,
thereby, ensuring identical flow domains between simulations and experimental models. Flow parameters in the
FE model are set to mimic the flow conditions in the experimental set-up, with an input flow rate of 5 ml/s, and
a simulated viscosity and density of 4.1·10−3 Pa·s and 1,030 kg/m3, respectively.
5. RESULTS
The method is tested for vector velocity flow data captured from the site of the 36% constriction. An example
is displayed in Fig. 2. The image shows flow that accelerates toward the center of the constriction, producing
a jet that then slowly decelerates as the lumen expands again. A black streamline following the vector field is
also displayed. For the rest of the paper, changes in pressure are derived along this streamline. A bias of -50%
is observed in the measured flow data compared to the simulation model.19 This bias is used for compensating
the velocity data, before inserting it in the pressure estimator.
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Figure 3. Constant flow: Estimated and simulated pressure drop through the center of a 36% constriction. The mean
estimate is plotted together with ± 1 standard deviation, and the output from the FE models.
For every position along the streamline, an individual pressure gradient is calculated before putted into (3).
The individual gradients are found relative to its neighbouring estimates by employing polynomial filtering as
introduced by Savitzky and Golay.20 However, as only spatial changes in velocity exist for steady flow, the
temporal acceleration in (2) is neglected. The remaining spatial derivatives are calculated using a window size
of five data points and a polynomial order of two. Then, calculating the cumulative sum of the local pressure
changes along the direction of the flow, gives the relative drop in pressure that exist between the start of the
streamline to any position along the line. The result of doing this for every measured velocity frame is plotted
in Fig. 3. The figure shows a relative drop in pressure as the fluid moves through the constricted part of the
phantom. The shaded zone indicates a region of one standard deviation normalized to the number of frames
recorded, which in this case is 264 frames. The dotted dark curve in Fig. 3 is the result from the simulation
model.
6. DISCUSSION
A non-invasive method for detecting pressure changes in a deep-positioned vessel using ultrasound vector velocity
data has been presented. The study showed pressure changes across a 36% concentric constriction with a standard
deviation of 32%, and a bias of 25% compared to an FE simulation model. The bias changes dramatically as the
streamline moves passed the center of the constriction. Whereas, a good match is seen prior to the constriction
it suddenly changes for the worse after the narrowing. The reason for this is likely found in the fluid dynamic
factors responsible for the drop in pressure and the employed method capability of detecting these. A pressure
drop across an arterial stenosis is mainly govern by three factors: Friction seen in the fluid/wall-interaction or
between adjacent layers of the fluid, pressure losses due to energy dissipation from turbulent flow features, and
flow acceleration. The presented model derives pressure changes solely by measuring the effect from one of these
factors, namely the pressure drop caused by convective flow. This explains the good correspondence seen prior
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to the constriction, as flow here behaves laminar, thus, changes in pressure are primarily caused by convective
acceleration as also captured by the method. However, moving passed the constriction the flow starts to diverge
and this leads to more turbulent flow features e.g. eddies and localized turbulence. Pressure changes caused by
such features are not captured by the presented method, and that produces a greater bias between the estimated
results and the reference model.
No previous studies on the subject have estimated pressure gradients from 2-D angle-independent vector
velocity data obtained using a phased array. This however, allows for scanning vessels that are located deep in
the tissue, as for instance the aorta or across the valves of the heart. The proposed method, further, offers the
advantage of including temporal pressure changes, however, this was not considered in this paper as constant flow
was studied. Yet, being able to include temporal changes is essential for studies on the cardiovascular system.
A drawback of the presented study is the large magnitude of the standard deviation. This is likely a conse-
quence of the poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that exists at the depth of 100 mm when only using five unfocused
emission for creating an image. Increasing the number of firings per image would improve the SNR, but also
reduce the effective frame-rate, which can be undesirable when studying the rapid flow of the heart. Furthermore,
another shortcoming of the proposed method is its lacking ability to estimate the out-of-plane velocity component
vy. This makes the estimator vulnerable in complex flow environments that has vector velocity components in
all three spatial direction.
Unlike other methods that use ultrasound flow data to derive the intravascular pressure, this method is based
on 2-D angle-independent velocity fields captured in the entire image plane. This provides a wider information
background for determining the pressure changes, and as the method is independent of the insonifying angle it
facilitates a scan procedure that is less operator-dependent. The above described improvements may assist, and
even exceed the need for invasive pressure catheters that otherwise remain a frequently used tool.
7. CONCLUSION
A non-invasive method for deriving pressure changes in a large field of view using ultrasound has been presented.
Relative changes in pressure were derived using the Navier-Stokes equation for incompressible fluids. The vector
velocities inserted into the equation were estimated using a directional synthetic aperture flow method yielding
the two in-plane velocity components at a frame rate proportional to the pulse repetition frequency. The obtained
pressure gradients were evaluated by comparison to a finite element simulation model. The result of this showed
a standard deviation of 32% and a bias low of 25%.
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